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Chapter 1

LOCALIZATION AND ITS IMPORTANCE
The world is called a global village now and the entrepreneurs, as well as the consumers both, are no more confined
to geographical boundaries. Customers have multiple choices to buy from and create a world of competition for the
entrepreneurs and companies. The customers always prefer to buy the products from the website which offers the
products in their native language to create a room of comfort and trust for the customers. This is where the
localization comes in.
Localization is an extensive process of the adaption of
content, products, and other consumer services. The
concept of localization for the people is a translation of the
text. However, the process is much more demanding than a
mere process of translation.

To provide relevant content to the clients globally, it is
significant to know the customer’s language so that they
can be communicated well. The plan of going global can
not be executed with localization. Localization plays a vital
and critical role in the success of globalization.

BENEFITS OF LOCALIZATION
Localization has unlimited benefits. It is the one-stop solution to globalization. Besides that, it allows the entrepreneur
to utilize the resources in an economical budget and expenses. Here are a few to name

1. Smooth Entry To New Markets
Localization helps companies invade new markets quite easily. The process of localization is a hectic and
thorough process. Globalization asks for a lot. There are many hindrances which companies face in the global
market. These could be legal affairs, logistical issues, and cultural and communication barriers which can slow
down the process and deject the entrepreneur. The localization can help cover up all these obstacles. It helps in
improving the brand’s image and fetching more traffic. An effective localization strategy eases out the process.
The effective localization strategy will help enter the new market and take over it more conveniently. Things are
quite complicated and tough.

2. Competitive Edge
The local competitors often don’t receive the international companies well, taking over their space and business.
Hence, the competition is always tough and hard. Local companies always have more links and affiliations with
the audiences for multiple reasons. Hence, being an outsider is not easy. Localizing the product in an effective
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way will level the ground and competition. The customers will feel more relatable and might end up buying the
product. Global competitors should also be not ignored. However, if they are not globalizing the products, this
would be a favorable situation for the company to stay firm in the new market.

The process of localization conveys an impression to the customer about the loyalty and dedication which a
company has for its products. Addressing the needs of a target audience is something people admire a lot. The
localization of the user manuals, customer support, payment methods, and addressing the translation needs of
the customers at every step is very important.

3. Brand Loyalty
The satisfied customer always comes back. Customers always prefer to go for a brand they have used earlier
and are satisfied with, hence, making a comeback. This way the brand loyalty increases. The communication
with the customers in a language that they understand and address the customers’ needs makes them inclined
towards the brand and the products. They prefer to buy from the same brand themselves and also advocate
about the same.

4. More Revenue Generation
The surge in revenue generation is the biggest benefit of all time. Having an understandable audience is only
possible when the company studies the culture and business norms closely and provides a product localized in
the best way possible. This will get more traffic and boost sales. A large audience directs to the huge potential,
which fetches more revenue. Effective localization never goes wasted and always strikes the right chord with the
audience.

5. High SEO Ranking
The localization of the products helps the brand to appear on top in the search. An effective localization always
encompasses the basic ingredients, relevant and accurate keywords, and other factors which make it happen. A
better ranking will attract more traffic of users and surfers. The appearance in the top searches is itself an
achievement. The SEO experts have to work on it all the time to make it appear higher in search. However, the
right and effective localization make it happen without much effort.

6. Enhanced User Experience
Localization services enhance the user experience. For a pleasant user experience, it is significant to address the
customer’s needs and preferences in the right and effective manner. The exact addressing of the customer’s
needs will make the customer feel elated. The customer’s satisfaction and smooth experience will make his
return to the brand. Besides that, the customer promotes the products in his circle, referring products to others.
There should be a cultural reflection of the target audience too. The business norms and the market practices are
important to consider before the localization process.
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7. Global Presence
This is one of the biggest benefits of localization. The company can manage its presence felt global. The
presence of a business set up at the international level sets a factor of reliability and credibility. Customers
always prefer a company and brand which is credible and reliable. They check for the global presence of the
company as well. Consumers never invest in new brands or new setups. They rather look for an established
venture. Hence, the global presence of a company after the right localization strategy gets more buyers, making
the revenue generation better.
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Chapter 2

BUILDING LOCALIZATION TEAM
Industrial translation has different dynamics. The most seminal is the clear and smooth flow of information within the
team and its hierarchy. The smooth and effective communication with the people who perform the localization and
the company who hires the services are important for fluent progress.


Communication with the target audience as well as with the company that is providing the localization services is
equally important to carry out the process successfully.


Building your localization team is an important and basic step before proceeding further. Localization is a task that
requires the individuals with right expertise and skills. It is often rare to find the right professionals with relevant
expertise.

It

involves

the

fluctuation

and

increased

burden

of

the

work.

The

people

also

have

to

excel

in

the

pressurized time.

IMPORTANT STEPS FOR BUILDING A LOCALIZATION TEAM
Translators, editors, and proofreaders are the most essential team members of a localization team. The content
comprises their words, translational approach, a linguistic perception that turns out to be the end product for the
clients and customers. They have to be proficient linguistically to excel in the field. The experience sometimes gets
more weightage than the degree and superficial knowledge. However, both can never be ignored.


The translators and linguists who go get the assignments and tasks should be familiar with the living and long-lasting,
changing nature of the language. They should also be aware of the differences between the standardized versions
and the commonly spoken language.


Building the localization team is a hectic task. Approaching the experts is the primary factor involved. The process of
localization

often

requires

people

from

different

walks

of

life.

These

are

mainly

non-linguist

experts,

medical

professionals, software developers, and engineers to graphic editors and designers. They are hired on the basis of
their knowledge, expertise, and relevant experience.


However, they need to know about the project and its details. They also need to know what they are good at. A right
balance between industrial and scientific knowledge is important to render an impeccable product. This will not only
benefit the language service providers but also the industrial associates.

Here are a few basic steps that should be considered to build the strongest team.

1. A Centralized And Structured Hierarchy
A centralized and structured team is the backbone of an effective localization team. Building a dedicated localization
team is one tough task. It is important to build the team for the reaping of the long-lasting effects. It offers high
rewards.
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Every entrepreneur tends to go global sooner or later in the journey of their entrepreneurship. Hence, it does
involve localization, which should reflect in every part of a business setup. It then functions more like an
ecosystem with the involvement of the stakeholders, systems, tools, processes, and other resources. The
building of a strong and effective team will help lay a strong foundation for the localization process. This way
things can be under control as this grows, more resources, personnel’s and languages get involved.

It is important to note how a decentralized system could be disastrous for a company and its plan of going
global. Often, companies don’t pay much heed to the need for a structured and centralized team. They don’t
consider the consequences of a decentralized team without any proper strategic plan and caring about the
development of the company at the global level. They often assign the localization task to marketing teams or
product teams, and they just work the way, they find it convenient. However, such approaches are not durable
and often result in flaws and outcomes are not really fruitful.

2. Accepting The Change And Its Requirements
Globalization comes even before localization. The teams first need to be convinced how globalization is
important to flourish and grow the business. Companies and the higher management often remain reluctant
about the team going global. So, it is significant to convince how globalization is the need of the hour and that
localization is an integral part of it. It is much mandatory to convey to the shareholders and other management
authorities how authorization plays a strategic role in the international and commercial success of the company.
This is only possible once a strong and effective localization team is built. Having a strong team will take the
company and its process to a higher level. The team ensures that the process of localization is carried out in a
qualitative and effective manner.
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PRIMARY ATTRIBUTES OF A LOCALIZATION TEAM
The localization team is a primary force that carries out the localization process. Hence, they have to be the
individuals with attributes that are best helpful in the process. They should be professional. According to the
localization experts, professionalism is a very important attribute to look for. It is significant to carry out all the
functions smoothly.
A few of the attributes to look for in the teammates are as follows

1. Dedication
The team should be dedicated and responsible. They should understand the responsibility and should work on it
passionately to deliver maximum results.

2. Reliability
The teammates should be reliable and trustworthy. They should ensure confidentiality, and they should not share or
discuss the internal data of the team with others.

3. Time Management
Time is very important. The team should take care of the deadlines and ensure that these are not missed. The work
should be delivered timely to avoid inconvenience at both ends.

4. Accuracy and Precision
Accuracy and precision are core factors. The work and content should be relevant and to the point. There should be
no irrelevant things and stuff.

5. Quality Assurance
Quality can not be compromised. Hence, there should be a quality assurance and management team who ensure
that the prescribed quality is met, and the project is up to the mark.

6. Discipline and Interactivity
Discipline is the key element that plays a vital role in the success of the execution of the project. The team has to be
disciplined and should ensure all the operations are carried out perfectly. They should stay in touch with the
customer and main management to update them about the growth and progress of the project.
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7. Responsiveness
Being responsive is very essential for both parties. The team should be responsive and should respond on an
immediate basis whenever there is a query from the company. Not responding timely could create a serious and
concerning situation for the other party.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF LOCALIZATION

TEAM MEMBERS
The localization team is a primary force that carries out the localization process. Hence, they have to be the
individuals with attributes that are best helpful in the process. They should be professional. According to the
localization experts, professionalism is a very important attribute to look for. It is significant to carry out all the
functions smoothly.
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1. Top-level Management
To supervise and manage the localization program and to ensure efficiency and quality, there should be top-level
management comprising the following roles.
Program director


Roles within resource management


Program manager


Resource manager


Localization manager


Vendor manager


Product manager production to localize the

Technology manager


content


Quality management


The in-house roles may include


It is important to have a quality check who can

Translator


ensure that the localization projects consist of

Content creators (marketing writer, technical

premium quality.


writer, and trainer)


Quality manager


Localization technical team


Localization dealer


Project manager for the project management


Specialist skills

Workflow manager to manage source and
support the resources and relevant team

2. Localization Product Manager
These people in the localization team should be solely dedicated to the localization project, so that they perform
their duties more responsibly. The localization project manager is one main person who supervises everything. He
should oversee and administer the whole localization process. Not giving due attention can slow down the progress,
lose translations, and create hindrances in the localization process.

The manager is there to manage the whole process from start till end., he should ensure that he gets the maximum
from translators, manages the stakeholders, and ensure timely delivery.

The manager should also ensure the whole project is carried well and the team has worked together as per the tasks
assigned.

3. Marketing and Content Team
Marketing and content are the backbones of the localization team. They play a vital role in the process. The right
content is inevitable for the localization and its effectiveness.

The marketing and content team is responsible for the content, which has to be localized. Only the content and
marketing team can decide which content goes with the campaign and is relevant and identify how some content is
not relevant and according to the demands.
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4. Translators
After getting the content, the next team required is translators. The translation is an integral part of localization. It is
quite rare to have in-house translators, so this task can be outsourced. It is important to hire translators for the
localization to help in the workflow. The next question is about the budget. Whether there are freelance translators or
translation agencies, the budget has to be economical. The machine translation is also there, though. However, it
cannot do the job as effectively as human brains. It is important to go through the details and pros and cons of using
machine translation.

5. Designers
The designing activities and designers are significant for the execution of the smooth localization process. The look
of the products and website has to be dynamic and eye-catchy to grab more customers and buyers. Hence, the look
and design do matter. The localization involves changing an image or designing the images with the cultural
coherence of the target market. Not all things are accepted in every region openly.

6. Developers
The developers have to be there for the development of the websites and other online mediums. Though it is not
necessary for localization always, however for a traditional localization process, developers are required for
uploading the data and the content. The creation of multiple sites for multiple languages and many other factors and
work requires the expertise of developers.

7. Quality Assurance Team
Every project needs a quality check. A localization process, in particular, can not be implemented or released without
assuring the quality. The quality of translations and everything else working perfectly are important to target when
entering a new market. The translated content can be cross-checked from the other translators or it can be
outsourced to ensure quality.
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Chapter 3

CHALLENGES OF LOCALIZATION
Every new and updated process gets implemented with a lot of
challenges and hindrances. Things are not easy to implement
and there is often always a lot of backlash in new trends and
norms.

Localization

has

become

an

essential

part

of

globalization now. it is not easy however to understand and
implement.

Understanding

the

challenges

which

an

entrepreneur has to face before entering and after entering a
new territory helps to prepare the better way.

1. Where To Start From
The localization industry is growing every day. Companies are always planning to expand their operations to new
territories. Whenever a company has to go global and look for a globalization solution, they don’t really have an idea
about and from where to start. It is important to study and understand the localization process thoroughly before
outsourcing the project or to build a team itself. The company also needs to be well aware of the translation
management

system.

The

publishing

of

the

translated

content,

translators,

tasks

assigned

to

them,

and

the

uploading of the content, all are key factors to consider before choosing the translation management system.

2. Lacking Basic Resources
The localization is successful when the process is carried out effectively. It is beyond choosing a translation
management platform. Hiring the right translation company and professional translators are also important. The
resources of localization are quite much apparently. However, scanning through and reaching the right one is the real
challenge. Companies often claim to be professional and accurate. Nevertheless, often they fail to deliver what they
promise. High-quality translations are really important for a higher SEO ranking and more engagement and reach.
Poor translations on the other end can give an unprofessional impression as well as can put the company’s repute at
risk.

3. Relying On Manual Processes
People

are

often

resistant

to

change

and

don’t

accept

it

openly.

Accepting

the

change

is

another

challenge.

Traditionally the translations and their integration used to be quite hectic and extensive. There are translatable
strings in a spreadsheet, the documents are sent to the translators awaiting their confirmation and later the strings.
The developers later have to manually enter the translated strings into code and CMS. The manual processes always
have a higher margin of error. These are inefficient as well as antiquated. These are also not cost-effective as
compared to the streamlined automated process. The makers and the entrepreneurs take quite

a time to adopt the

new technology and techniques hence, making it another challenging process in the localization process.
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5. Delayed Execution Of The Plan
The manual process is slow and always consumes more time. It often delays the launches and other parts of the
process. The manual process can lead to more translation time and poor translation. Generally, the teams have to
go for other translators and they rework, to make it better before deploying. The translators are also often forced to
use the complicated source code which makes it tough to understand and translate the source language.

6. Lack of Communication
Communication and interaction are other challenges as the experts report. Without understanding the brand’s
values, products details and benefits, communication style, and target audience, translators often have a tough time
providing quality translations without any context. The absence of mutual understanding and communication
destroys things for both parties.

7. Not Purchasing As Per Requirements
This is another considerable challenge where people think one localization solution fits all. Although this is not the
scenario. The process of localization varies with the domain of the business and genre. The solution for localization
is not one for all. It has to be customized and changed as per the requirements and demands of the type. A
localization setup that is good for a big company may not work for a setup that has been just started. The
localization system should be agile and easy to accommodate as per the growth.
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ASSURING A SMOOTH LOCALIZATION PROCESS
The localization team should ensure the process is carried out smoothly and efficiently. Every entrepreneur wants it to
be effortless and effective. The few basic steps to consider ensuring smooth and successful execution are listed
down here with the description.

1. Establishing A Service Level
The team and the personals involved in the process should be informed about everything and other required details.
They have to be perfect in every possible way. There should be ground rules set for the language service provider
and the mutual level of expectations should also be conveyed. All the instructions should also be conveyed and
without any lag. This is the most important factor to follow in order to ensure a smooth process and execution.

2. Knowing The Project Manager
The project manager is the one who supervises and takes care of the administration of the whole localization
process. A project manager is someone who is coordinating inside the team between translators, engineers, testers,
and many more. They also look for glitches and find immediate solutions.

This is also important to note that the project manager can only operate the information which the customer
provides him. So he should know every relevant detail and the observations which are important and related to the
tasks. This way he will not revert every now and then for the missed and other information which he is not aware of.

Also, he should be bugged for the timely update of the workflow, communication whenever needed, and approval for
the major decisions.

3. Authenticity And Quality of The Source Content
The source content is the backbone of a successful localization process. Source content should be original,
authentic, and credible. All the decisions start from the workflow to the team of translators, everything is dependent
on this. It is not all about good grammar. There are many other things that also matter. The content created should
be as per the rules of the global authoring. Original and well-written content is easy to translate and interpret. It will
have a consistent and accurate result.
The main factors to look for in the source content are
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Local terminology and nuances 


Style


Clear with no ambiguities.


Cultural coherence

The layout.
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4. Credible Reference Material
The reference material provided for the execution of the localization plays a vital role. It is one big factor that
contributes to smooth functioning. It is important to hand over the linguist team good and relevant reference material.
It is one important part to consider for maintaining the higher standards.


The reference material should be well planned and efficient enough to help the language service provider maintain
high quality.

It should have the

Style pattern

Localization glossary

DNT or do not translate lit which mainly includes the taglines product names and other punch lines
which should be there as these are.

5. Efficient Query System
The translation and localization projects can fail for a number of reasons. These may include tight deadlines, lack of
processes, lack of understanding about the project. An effective and efficient query system should be set up and
integrated as well. It should be open for all and the people involved can freely post their queries. It is important for a
healthy localization process. There should be a set comfort zone for the translators where they can ask anything
which is a hindrance in their best output. People should be honest in their feedback. Besides, there should be
transparency.

6. Timely Delivery
This is one most important step which helps in the execution of the quality and successful localization process. The
delivery of the end product should be timely according to the prescribed budget and promised quality. This step helps
strengthen the customer’s trust in the company. The deadlines can not be missed and neither the quality can be
compromised. If there are any complaints the LSP should be conveyed about it. However, if the project delivered was
as good as you expected and according to the quality set and promised the LSP should be appreciated for that. So
that they feel encouraged and motivated to deliver even best next time.
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ROLE OF LOCALIZATION MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

The traditional localization process used to involve spreadsheets, emails, phone calls, and other manual tools. The
project managers had to take care of all such stuff for really long. However, things have been changed now. Since this
is the time of advanced technology. There is software for the localization now. All the manual process has been
replaced with the collaborative platform.

Localization management software is used as a platform where a number of multiple participants can collaborate on
one document. This is a computer-based automated interface that has advanced localization features starting from
the translation and ending with all the basic features of the localization.
It allows people involved to work remotely and
according to their convenience in different corners of
one country or even different countries. So, it basically
brings along all the stakeholders and other teams
under one roof and on one platform.

A localization platform allows every stakeholder to
come forward with his opinion, feedback, and content.
Everyone can track the progress, contact the
translators and see how they are progressing.
A localization platform allows every stakeholder to come forward with his opinion, feedback, and content. Everyone
can track the progress, contact the translators and see how they are progressing.

The stakeholders can interact with the content team directly and can work closely with them to prepare, organize and
import the content into the translation management system which is also referred to as the localization software.

The rest of the team can also easily access everything there. The designers can take up the required content and can
follow the instructions to design and develop the images.

Implementing an effective translation management system automatically tracks the changes made by the users
during agile development for the changes and other updates.

The localization software also gives developers the liberty to tag the content elements individually within the code.

So, this way the software helps a lot the whole team of stakeholders, translators, editors, and proofreaders, and
quality assurance experts to go through the content and progress of the project.
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CONCLUSION
A strong localization team is the backbone of the entire process. The smooth and successful execution of the
localization process is only possible with an extremely professional and dedicated team. It is important to understand
the significance of the localization even before building a team. The basic factors which help in the implementation of
the localization are also seminal to be familiar with. Building the strongest localization requires a clear understanding
of the primary attributes, looking for tips and suggestions from the localization experts. The book also contains how
roles and responsibilities can be divided and important for the functional team.


The challenges which come with the building localization team have also been discussed so that the experts can go
through

these

before

building

a

team.

Last

but

not

least,

the

role

localization

management

software

plays

isdiscussed. The way, its implementation can ease out the whole process and bring all stakeholders on one platform
can help everyone involved are also there. In case you are looking for an advanced localization management platform,
MarsHub is a go-to choice. It’s a centralized platform that brings all stakeholders to one platform and makes the
localization process easier, faster and hassle-free. Get in touch for more details.

COntact US

www.marshub.com
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